Mechanisms of disease: the developmental origins of disease and the role of the epigenotype.
There is accumulating evidence that many chronic diseases such as type 2 diabetes and coronary heart disease might originate during early life. This evidence gives rise to the developmental origins of disease hypothesis, and is supported by epidemiological data in humans and experimental animal models. A perturbed environment in early life is thought to elicit a range of physiological and cellular adaptive responses in key organ systems. These adaptive changes result in permanent alterations and might lead to pathology in later life. Aging organs and cells seem therefore to retain a 'memory' of their fetal history and adaptive responses. The mechanisms underlying the developmental origins of disease remain poorly defined. Epigenetic tagging of genes, such as DNA methylation and histone modification, controls the function of the genome at different levels and maintains cellular memory after many cellular divisions; importantly, tagging can be modulated by the environment and is involved in onset of diseases such as cancer. Here we review the evidence for the developmental origins of disease and discuss the role of the epigenotype as a contributing mechanism. Environmentally induced changes in the epigenotype might be key primary events in the developmental origins of disease, with important clinical implications.